Review of
Chichester/Goodwood Airport EGHR
Created by ORBX Systems

Chichester/Goodwood Airport is a medium size private airport located near Chichester, West
Sussex, England. The airport is also referred to as Goodwood Airfield or Goodwood Aerodrome and
has a CAA ordinary license that allows public transport flights to and from the airport.
The airport was built by the RAF during the Second World War and was known as the relief
landing ground RAF Westhampnett for the nearby RAF Tangmere. During the war there were
based several squadrons operating aircrafts like the Hawker Hurricanes, P-51 Mustangs and the
famous Supermarine Spitfires.
Today the airport is operated by the Goodwood Road Racing Company and features a race track, a
large flying school together with the Boultbee Flight Academy that gives people a chance of
learning to pilot the Spitfire TR9. The airport has 83 based aircrafts that covers both single and
multi engine aircrafts together with helicopters and various vintage aircrafts such as a Chipmunk,
a Tiger Moth, several Boeing Stearman’s, a North American Harvard and in the summer time 1-2
Supermarine Spitfires. There are about 28,800 aircraft operations per year (figures from 2012).

Specs:








Name Chichester/Goodwood Airport
Airport type Private
Operator Goodwood Road Racing Company
ICAO EGHR
IATA QUG
Elevation 110 ft
Runways 4x
o 06/24 Grass 2,805 ft
o 10/28 Grass 2,011 ft
o 14R/32L Grass 4,265 ft
o 14L/32R Grass 2,382 ft

I received this add-on scenery directly from ORBX Systems and the download went as usually
perfectly without any issues. The file is a fair size in regards to sceneries (app. 400Mb) and the

connection to the download server was good so the download was completed within a few
minutes.
After downloading the file I searched the forums at ORBXs website and found the patch v1.10
which also needs to be installed – this patch corrects a few minor issues as some crashboxes in the
scenery and adds some parking spots.
When both downloads was completed I started the installation of the scenery. If you have the FTX
region EU England then this must be installed and activated prior to the installation of this
scenery. Hereafter I just activated the installation wizard and after a few seconds the installation
was nearly finished. Installing the complete scenery including the patch was very quick and again
without problems as normally with products from ORBX.
Including with this scenery you of course also receives both a User Guide and a Control Panel. The
User Guide is a 24 pages information guide that contains airport charts, an overview of the scenery
coverage, recommended FSX settings, specific tuning notes, the information that the FTX region
EU England should be installed prior to this installation and much more.
The information included is all very useful and I would certainly recommend reading the User
Guide before using the scenery. One specific information you can find here is in regards to the new
desktop icon that was created by installing the EGHR scenery – the FTX Aero. This is a program
that enables the simmer to change 3 standard FSX global textures with new and improved textures
with a higher resolution than FSX standard. However if you use the REX Overdrive or similar and
this would be your preferred setting then just simply select the TML menu option and lock your
TML for the value that fits your request.

By using the included Control Panel the simmer now have the opportunity to customize the
scenery in details, to fit the simmers request and his/hers computer performance. This Control
Panel is a superb feature and really helps the simmer to find the best and optimal setting for
creating the best experience of the scenery.
The control panel included in the EGHR scenery contains the possibility to select or de-select
below features as e.g. the famous PeopleFlow, animated animals, static cars and various grass
effects. I have tested the scenery with all features selected and I had absolutely no problems with
my frame rates – meaning that even with all features switched “on” I experienced no impact on my
computers performance.

The scenery is a very well made scenery that includes one detail after another. It is not a very
complex scenery as e.g. an international airport but it is made to a high level of perfection. I started
by walking around the scenery using ORBXs “Bob” to view all the buildings close-up. The
buildings are all very well made with a great many details, good quality textures and they are
placed correctly in accordance with the images that I could find of the airport and by using GoogleEarth. I also compared some of the buildings created against images of their real world

counterparts and the resemblance was remarkable. Very well made indeed! There are more
buildings included in the scenery than I could even count, so in regards to complexity as an
international airport, then this is extremely complex in regards to various buildings and details etc.

When walking around in the scenery I really got the feeling of being there in real life – there are so
many awesome details created and everything just looks so real. The perfect straight hedges, the
very realistic and beautiful trees, the vegetation that is completely superb and to spice it all up
there are included nature sounds and animated birds and butterflies. Incredible – and I was totally
stunned because where ever I looked I just kept on finding new details.
The scenery also has an enormous number of static vehicles around the entire scenery – of course
mostly located at the parking areas, but even the vehicles are made very realistic. I found both

regular cars but also 2 Rolls Royce’s and 3 Ferrari’s which just made the scenery even better and
more realistic. To complete the scenery there are also created very realistic fences, signs, markers,
various airport materials etc. and I discovered that all the flags were actually animated so that I
could see the flag moving in the wind – this was indeed also a superb detail!

As a pilot I was of course also interested in static aircrafts and this is of course also included in the
scenery – actually there are included a huge number of static aircrafts which are placed all over the
entire scenery. There are both single and multi engine aircrafts together with helicopters and they
are all made very realistic and placed perfectly around the scenery. I certainly felt that my virtual
experience of the airport was greatly increased by all these static aircrafts. Only one thing was
missing and that was the Supermarine Spitfires that are based at EGHR in the summer time, but
other than this I found the scenery to really take my breath away especially when walking the
scenery with “Bob”.

To complete the scenery totally ORBX has of course also included their famous PeopleFlow which
really brings the scenery alive. The PeopleFlow includes animated people walking around the
scenery doing various things as e.g. just talking to each other, walking from one point to another, it
could also be a mechanic that was fixing the engine of an aircrafts or maybe an apron employee that
are directing the taxi traffic or similar. This is really an awesome feature that contributes to add a
lot of realism to a scenery and the people animated are also created very nicely and increased my
experience greatly – I simply love this feature!
The scenery is not only the airport but also the surrounding racetrack – this was a really nice
surprise to find because the racetrack is also there in real life and is a very important part of this
airport. The racetrack is very well made with nice and realistic texture and the racetrack buildings
are also created with the eye for the details, covered with good quality textures as the rest of the
buildings and also features the animated flags. The tribune and the race positions overview is also
created and looks very realistic.

The runways are at EGHR Chichester/Goodwood all grass runways which is also created and the
textures used are of a good quality. The vegetation that defines the runways is also very well made
and resembles the real world images that I could find on Chichester/Goodwood Airports website. I
did encounter a few “navigation” issues when taxiing from the parking to the runway. Seen from
above it is quite clear where to taxi but when sitting in my Cessna I did have some issues to find
the right way to taxi, but this was only in the beginning – after using the scenery multiple times I of
course learned where to go.
This scenery is ORBXs first UK airport scenery but hopefully not their last because this scenery
really impressed me a lot + this is also quite close to where I live (Denmark) so the next time I go to
England I am quite sure that I would find my way here to experience this airport in real life.
My conclusion for this scenery is BUY IT NOW! It is a really impressive scenery filled with eye
candy, comprehensive static vehicles and aircrafts, PeopleFlow, animated birds and butterflies,
flags moving in the wind and high quality buildings created down to even the very smallest details.
The realism created within this scenery is outstanding and the atmosphere created is no less than
exceptional. I for sure rate this scenery with a top score of 5/5 Stars and I am looking forward for
more UK airports to combine with the superb FTX UK region.
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